
Timing

This is a two-part, interval start race. Both the classic and skate portions will be 4.2km. The total 
elapsed time for each part will be added to get the skiers total time. Hand timing will be used at 
both the start and the finish. Times will be rounded to the nearest tenth of a second, although the 
posted times in the results will only show the nearest second. Individual places will use the 
tenths of seconds for the official order.

Bibs
Coaches should pick up their bib packet from a midnight blue Subaru Forester parked at the 
walking path entrance near the stadium. It will contain bibs for both boys and girls and bib ties. 
Athletes will wear the same bib for both races and may keep the bib. Nothing to collect at the 
end of the day.

Start Order
You should assign bib numbers to your athletes in the order in which they will race. For 
example, a team assigned bib numbers 612-618 should assign bib 612 to their first skier, 613 to 
their second skier, etc.

Exceptions: 
Schools that have been assigned seven numbers, but will have fewer than seven skiers racing can 
place a ghost anywhere in the sequence.
East Ridge has one bib sequence and one staring lane as usual, but Park and Woodbury will 
share a lane. The Park and Woodbury number sequence may be jumbled.
TCA-Great River-Liberty: I already have the bib numbers assigned. Place those skiers with any 
allocated start time.
Henry Sibley – Use numerical order, even though your girls numbers are not sequential
Mounds View/Como Park – I will contact you separately

Starting Procedures
Athletes will start themselves at the appropriate time. There will be a stadium clock in the start 
area for all racers to see. Skiers should know their start time and leave at that time. There will be 
no warnings or countdowns for the skiers. There will be a race official recording actual start 
times, so if a skier starts one second early, that will be noted and recorded as the actual start time. 
There is no advantage to jumping the gun.

One skier will start at a time, on 15 second intervals.



A coach may be present at the start line to assist with the start, but please keep other personnel to 
a minimum. Athletes should not bring capes or other warm-up gear to the start line. All cheering 
must be done from the spectator areas.

Rules reminders
Both races are interval start races and tracking is permitted. If Skier A is ahead of Skier B, and 
Skier B is gaining on Skier A, Skier B has the right to call “Track” or “On Your Left/Right” and 
Skier A needs to yield the track. This is true including in the finish area. 

There are many places on the course where the course is flat or slightly uphill, classic tracks are 
set, and the course makes gentle turns. These are not considered turns and skiers choosing not to 
use the track may not use the edge of their ski to push. About 10% of the Metro West Conference 
skiers used illegal skate techniques in these areas.

Full rulebook here:
 https://assets.fis-ski.com/image/upload/v1608218112/fis-
prod/assets/ICR_CrossCountry_2020_clean.pdf

Rule 343 has the relevant information.

Finish Area
Please do you best to have athletes clear the finish area as soon as possible. If parents want to 
talk to their skiers, please have the skiers go to the spectator area and not have parents in the 
finish area.

Team Camps
Team camps should be limited to the 7 skiers plus the minimum number of coaches and other 
team personnel necessary to test wax and wax skis. Parents and athletes that are not racing 
should never be in the team camps. Alternate skiers should not be with the team, and for Pods A 
and B, there should be no girls team members present in the morning and no boys team members 
present in the afternoon.

Games Committee/Jury of Appeals

Tony Aspholm will serve as the head official and will make decisions on rules violations in 
conjunction with two other meet officials. If there is an appeal of a rules violation, the coaches 
from Pod A will serve as the Jury for issues involving Pod B skiers and Pod B coaches will serve 
as the Jury for issues involving skiers from Pods A and C.



Time Schedule
9:30 Boys Pod A Classic
10:00 Boys Pod B Classic
10:30 Boys Pod A Skate
11:00 Boys Pod B Skate

11:45 Boys Pod C Classic
12:00 Girls Pod C Classic
12:45 Boys Pod C Skate
1:00 Girls Pod C Skate

2:00 Girls Pod A Classic
2:30 Girls Pod B Classic
3:00 Girls Pod A Skate
3:30 Girls Pod B Skate

Warm-ups

8:00-9:25 Pods A and B warming up and testing wax
9:25-9:37 Pod A in start area, Pod B on last 1 km of course or in team camps
9:37-9:55 Pod B warming up on first part of course, Pod A racing. When Pod A skiers finish, 
they should go to the team camps and stay there until 10:07
9:55-10:07 Pod B in start area, Pod A in team camps
10:07-10:25 Pod A warming up on first part of course, Pod B racing. When Pod B skiers finish, 
they should go to the team camps and stay there until 10:37
10:25-10:37 Pod A in start area, Pod B in team camps
10:37-10:55 Pod B warming up on first part of course, Pod A racing. When Pod A skiers finish, 
they should go to the team camps and leave as soon as possible. Cool downs can be done on the 
Lake Trail, near the chalet or running in the parking lot. Pod C arriving, testing wax
10:55-11:07 Pod B in start area, Pod A leaving, Pod C in team camps
11:07-11:40 Pod B racing, finishing, leaving. Pod C warming up on first part of trail.
11:40-1:07 Pod C in start area, racing.
1:07-1:55 Pod C racing, finishing, leaving. Pods A and B testing wax, warming up
1:55-2:07 Pod A in start area, Pod B on last 1 km of course or in team camps
2:07-2:25 Pod B warming up on first part of course, Pod A racing. When Pod A skiers finish, 
they should go to the team camps and stay there until 2:37
2:25-2:37 Pod B in start area, Pod A in team camps
2:37-2:55 Pod A warming up on first part of course, Pod B racing. When Pod B skiers finish, 
they should go to the team camps and stay there until 3:07
2:55-3:07 Pod A in start area, Pod B in team camps
3:07-3:25 Pod B warming up on first part of course, Pod A racing. When Pod A skiers finish, 
they should go to the team camps and leave as soon as possible. Cool downs can be done on the 
Lake Trail, near the chalet or running in the parking lot. 



3:25-3:37 Pod B in start area, racing
3:37-4:30 Last race has started, cool downs permitted on the course.

Awards
There will be no awards ceremony. Awards will be mailed at the end of the week.

Results
Results will be posted at weimertiming.com

Team Camps
I will post small signs in the team camp area for Team 1, Team 2, etc. Pick a convenient spot, but 
do your best to keep your team camp small. We will have all 12 teams on site during the middle 
of the day.

Team Photos
Please don’t gather your entire team together to take a team photo. Especially not in the team 
camps/stadium when other races are going on and other teams are arriving and parents want to be 
hugging their kids. If it happens in the parking lot, I won’t know about it, but team camp areas 
are at maximum capacity with just the 7 skiers and three coaches per team.

COVID Concerns
I worked the NWSC meet on Monday at Wirth. I set up Hyland for the Metro West Conference 
Tuesday morning, then headed to Wirth. When I got to Wirth, I was told one of the coaches 
tested positive overnight. On Wednesday, I got a call saying one of the people helping set up 
Hyland tested positive. I have been very careful to use hand sanitizer every time I touch anything 
and to stay 12 feet away from people. As I have said before, I like you all, but I don’t want to be 
near you next week. I know you want to talk to me, but I will likely be backing away from you 
as you do. Know that my hearing is very good.

Good luck to everyone


